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1 INTRODUCTION 

        

This bachelor thesis deals with Bohumil Trnka, who was not only 

professor, but also scientist and primarily brilliant linguist of the 20th 

century. 

       The contents of the thesis is divided into five main sections. The first 

chapter is dedicated to basic information about linguistics. The second 

chapter deals with the Prague Linguistic School. This chapter has many 

subchapters, because in my opinion it was important to mention more 

information about it, because just Bohumil Trnka is very closely 

connected with it. So this part is a bit more extensive. 

       The following chapter deals with Trnka´s personal life, studies and 

anniversaries. It also informs the reader about his studies at the Charles 

University and influence of his lecturers, because it was important 

impulse for his work. As it was mentioned this chapter also deals with 

anniversaries, it is the necessary part, because his life was really long 

and full of meritorious work, so celebrating his jubilees was a certain kind 

of regard. 

       The fourth chapter deals with Trnka´s career. He was versatile 

person, who devoted his life to teaching, scientific work and writing. He 

was a member of many groups and travelling abroad was inseparable 

part of his life. 

       The last chapter is dedicated to Trnka´s work. He was a person, who 

was deeply dedicated to scientific work. Among his favourite scientific 

topics belong phonology, syntax and also morphology. His whole list of 

works, which is really extensive, you can see in appendix. 

       This Bachelor´s thesis is based on various sources. It works with the 

writing´s of Trnka himself, the books about him, other linguistic books, 

web-pages but also with the materials from the Prague archieve 

Carolinum. 
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2 LINGUISTICS 

 

       2.1 Definition of linguistics 

       Linguistics is a social science which deals with a study of language. It 

is divided into many branches for these reasons: The first reason is the 

fact that there are lots of languages and the second reason is the fact that 

language is an uncommonly difficult phenomenon. 

 

       2.2 Division of linguistics 

       Linguistics is divided depending on which of the languages or which 

parts of language are the subject of its study. 

       According to the first criterion we appropriate for example Czech, 

Russian and English Studies and Hispanic or Slavonic and German 

Studies and the similar. Alternatively Indo European Studies, Oriental 

Studies, American Studies and so on. These linguistics disciplines deal 

with research of one language or with research of the whole group of 

related languages and their mutual relations.[1] 

       According to the second criterion linguistics is divided into phonetics 

and phonology(they deal with the sound aspect of language), grammar, 

lexicology and lexicography (vocabulary), semantics (meaning), 

dialectology (geographical or social stratification of language), stylistics 

(styles of oral and written speeches) and so on.[2] 

       If they are methods of linguistic research, it is primarly a descriptive 

method, a historic method and a comparative method. The last method 

deals with comparison of development of related languages. But we can 

also compare the structure of languages, regardless of their relationship 

and development. Because typology and confrontational linguistics deal 

with these ones.[3] 

       General linguistics summarizes and generalizes pieces of knowledge 

gained in the study of individual languages or their groups. It tries to 
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formulate general rules of the language and its development, it looks for 

phenomena which are common for all languages. It looks into the 

methods of linguistic study and it deals with history of its branch, it means 

historical perspective on linguistic methods.[4] 

       It is difficult to define precisely the role of linguistics among other 

sciences. Linguistics belongs to social sciences, because language is a 

social phenomen. Between it and literary science there exists very close 

relationship. Among the closest social sciences belong also psychology, 

sociology, history and philosophy. In some cases boundary branches are 

created, it is for example psycholinguistics or sociolinguistics.[5] 

       Nowadays there is a convergence between social and natural 

sciences, which is showed by inception of boundary branches. Thanks to 

comprehensive nature language linguistics has more favourable 

conditions for such convergence than most social sciences.[6] 
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3 THE PRAGUE LINGUISTIC SCHOOL 

 

       3.1 The origin of the Prague School 

       The first meeting of the Prague Linguistic Circle was hold on October 

6, 1926, when a young German linguist, Dr. Henrik Becker visited Prague 

and gave there a lecture named Der europäische Sprachgeist which 

means The European Spirit of Language. The meeting took place in the 

English seminar of Charles University. For example V.Mathesius, 

J.Rypka, B.Havránek, B.Trnka and R.Jacobson took part in it. In the 

discussion which followed the lecture brought many provocative ideas 

and lots of suggestions focused on a new approach to the investigation of 

language. The participants decided to go on with meetings of this kind. 

There were nine meetings in 1926-27, eleven in 1927-28, and in the 

following years the number of lectures gradually increased. This enabled 

the members of the Circle to hold informal discussion evenings at their 

homes and in this way to strengthen personal relationships and mutual 

understanding, which are necessary conditions of any collective work.[7] 

 

       3.2 Basic information about the Prague School 

       Individual and collective works of representatives of the Prague 

School were originating from the fruitful co-operation of our and foreign 

linguists. From the foreigners for example R. Jakobson, N. S. Trubeckoj 

and S. Karcevskij substantially contributed to the creation of basic 

conceptions of this school. From the early beginning also Czech linguists 

had a very important role, mainly B. Havránek, B. Trnka, J. Mukařovský 

and others. Crucial role in creation of the Prague School had Vilém 

Mathesius who 15 years before its establishment formulated some of its 

main principles. Until his death in 1945 he was its chairman.[8] 

       Favourable conditions for critical reassessment of contemporary 

linguistics began to be created in Prague in the second decade. Primarly 
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V. Mathesius had a great merit of it because he had the ability to critically 

assess somebody else's and his own thoughts. He also had a chance to 

compare his opinions with similiar opinions of the well known people like 

J. Zubatý, B. Havránek and others.[9] 

       In the twenties Prague came into close contact with many foreign 

linguists. They enhanced thinking of our linguists about some new 

aspects. Above all the co-operation of three Russian linguists was a great 

merit. R. Jakobson and his friend N. S. Trubeckij, who remained 

professor at the Vienna University all the time, brought to Prague little-

known ideas of Kazan and Moscow school. While S.Karcevskij was a 

direct connection among Prague school, the teachings of a Swiss linguist 

Ferdinand de Saussure and Geneva school because S. Karcevskij 

studied himself in Geneva and he knew F. de Saussure personally. This 

situation was very favourable because in that time Kazan, Moscow and 

Geneva schools represented germes of a modern linguistics of the 

twentieth century.[10] 

       The Prague Linguistic School was created under the influence of the 

best linguistic traditions and a fruitful co-operation of a large number of 

nationalities such as Czechs, Russians, Germans, Ukrainians and 

Slovaks. In a short time it achieved an excellent results and in the thirties 

it became the most influental linguistic school of the world.[11] 

 

       3.3 The founder Vilém Mathesius 

       V. Mathesius was one of the most influential figures of the Prague 

School and his influence was especially strong, because he created basic 

ideas of which structuralism was originated. Fifteen years before the 

founding of the Circle, which means in 1911, Mathesius gave a lecture 

named ,, About the potentiality of linguistic phenomena “. His speech 

contained some basic ideas of the future Prague functionalism. One of 

the new things in his lecture was that he made an unhistorical approach 

http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=somebody
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=else%27s
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to the language. In that time he was using himself terms synchronic and 

diachronic approach to language. There is need to highlight that at the 

beginning of the century the linguistics was directed in the manner of 

Gebauer as purely young-grammatical.[12] 

       A potentiality is an important term in a lecture of Mathesius which 

was understood by him as a fluctuation of language in a linguistic 

community. In his opinion a state of a language is fluctuating. This 

oscillation is the cause of a language development. Later this term was 

named the flexible stability by Mathesius.[13] 

       The theory of  a potentiality of linguistic phenomena allows the author 

to solve some general linguistic questions. In that time his ideas were 

very modern but nowadays they can also be an useful impulse for 

readers. 

       Mathesius formulated some basic ideas a long time before the 

establishment of the Prague Linguistic Circle. His role was decisive for 

the formation of the Circle.[14] 

 

       3.4 Prominent members 

       The Prague Linguistic Circle was influenced by Russian expatriates 

such as Roman Jakobson, Nikolaj Trubeckoj, Sergej Karcevskij, as well 

as the famous Czech literary scholars Vilém Mathesius, Bohumil Trnka, 

Bohuslav Havránek and Jan Mukařovský.[15] 

 

       Roman Jakobson was born on October 11, 1896. He was a Russian 

linguist and literary theorist who began as a founding member of the 

Moscow Linguistic Circle, one of the groups responsible for the 

development of Russian Formalism, which influenced the entire field of 

literary criticism. Jakobson then moved to Prague, where he became a 

co-founder of the Prague Linguistic Circle.[16] He was influenced by the 

work of Ferdinand de Saussure, Jakobson developed, with Nikolaj 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literary_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferdinand_de_Saussure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikolai_Trubetzkoy
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Trubeckoj, techniques for the analysis of sound systems in languages, 

inaugurating the discipline of phonology.[17] 

 

       Nikolaj Trubeckoj was born on April 15, 1890. He was a Russian 

linguist and historian whose teachings formed a nucleus of the Prague 

School of structural linguistics. He is widely considered to be the founder 

of morphophonology. He left  Moscow, moving several times before finally 

taking the chair of Slavic Philology at the University of Vienna. He 

became a geographically distant important member of the Prague 

Linguistic School.[18] 

 

     Sergej Josifovič Karcevskij was born on August, 1884. He was a 

Russian linguist, a professor of Russian language and literature at the 

University of Geneva and a member of the Prague Linguistic Circle. 

Through his help the Prague Linguistic Circle was coming into contact 

with ideas of the Geneva school. Karcevskij knew Ferdinand de Saussure 

personally thereby the Circle came into contact also with his ideas.[19] 

                

       Bohuslav Havránek was born on January 30, 1893. He was a 

Czech philologist, a lecturer in Czech studies, a professor of comparative 

filology and a representative of the Circle. His name is connected not only 

with the Prague Linguistic Circle, but also with Masaryk University in 

Brno, Charles University in Prague and with the Czech Language Institute 

which was in charge of him in the years 1946 – 1965. The anthology of 

the Prague Linguistic Circle, Standard Czech and Language Culture, 

which was published in 1932, contains the article of Havránek which is 

called Tasks of Standard Language and Its Culture. This is he who is 

known as the founder of the theory of language culture. Together with 

Alois Jedlička he wrote the well known and repeatedly published Czech 

grammar. A shorter version of the grammar is called a Brief Grammar of 

Czech and up to now it is published as a favourite educational manual. All 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phonology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prague_School
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prague_School
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structural_linguistics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphophonology
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=lecturer
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=in
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=Czech
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=studies
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his life he concerned with problems of teaching Czech language. When 

he was writing textbooks he put emphasis on cohesiveness between 

component of linguistic and stylistic and between grammatical theory and 

communicative practice. In 1934 his works Czech dialects and 

Development of standard Czech language were published. He is 

considered as a founder of a modern linguistics. A varied scientific 

creation of world-famous linguist have continuators in many generations 

of lecturers in Czech studies and Slavicistes. It was Havránek who  used 

and defined terms such as usage, standard and codification for the first 

time. He explained that a vernacular language exists without aware 

theoretical improvement, but it also has its norm, set of linguistic 

resources of grammatical and lexical which are regularly used.[20] 

  

       Jan Mukařovský was born on November 11, 1891 in Písek. He was 

a Czech literary and aesthetic theorist. He is well known for his 

association with early structuralism as well as for his development of the 

ideas of Russian formalism. He had a profound influence on structuralist 

theory of literature, comparable to that of Roman Jakobson. In 1948 he 

became a rector at the Charles University of Prague and he remained him 

until 1953. This period is connected with termination of employment with 

many fine teachers. It was a situation in which Mukařovský also had his 

share. A very important year for him was the year 1951 because he 

became a director of the Institute for Czech Literature of Czechoslovakian 

Academy of Science.[21] 

 

       3.5 Thesis of the Prague School 

       ,,Thesis submitted to the first congress of Slavic philologists in 

Prague in 1929´´ were of great importace from the point of view of release 

of basic principles of Prague conception of language phenomena and 

from the point of view of formulating programme of a new direction. Group 

http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=varied
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=lecturer
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=in
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=Czech
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=studies
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=for
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=the
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=first
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=time
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of leaders of the Circle, especially Mathesius, Jakobson, Havránek and 

Mukařovský prepared this work programme. Thesis represent the 

collective work which analyses the condition of contemporary Slavonic 

Studies and linguistics and it also sum sup the main principles.[22] 

       Even though the thesis were conceived in the early years after the 

founding of the Circle, they already includes all the main principles which 

are characteristic for the Prague School. Not only focus on structural 

linguistics, but also emphasis on functional concept of language follow 

from thesis. According to this concept language is understood as 

functional system and also every its part is judged according to what 

function has in a system of language.[23] 

       The content of individual thesis is also characteristic because from 

him a breadth of interest in questions of language research is obvious. 

Attention is paid to questions of general linguistic as well as Slavonic 

Studies, synchronous and developmental questions and also 

phonological, grammatical and lexical questions. Many effects are 

examined here, some examples are functions of language, difference 

between written and spoken language, questions of standard language 

and language culture, questions of poetic language, typology and so on. 

From the point of view of Slavonic Studies, the special attention is paid to 

Old Slavonic, problems of transcription and to thought of Pan-Slavic 

language atlas. Considerable emphasis is put not only on theoretical 

questions but also on methodological questions and on practical  use of 

new knowledge in the course of language teaching.[24] 

       Thesis include virtually all the basic questions to which individual 

members of the Prague School later were returning. Very interesting is 

the fact that this text, which was conceived more than sixty years ago, still 

sounds modern. Since their publication there have been many new 

linguistic specializations and theories but most of which again became 

http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=as
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=well
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=as
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obsolete. By contrast in Thesis we had difficulty looking for places which 

would need to substantially change.[25] 

 

       3.6 Classical period 

       Classical period of the Prague School starts with the founding of the 

Circle in 1926 and ends in the year 1939 when the second World War 

started. In this relatively short period members of the Circle worked out a 

coherent linguistic theory which during the thirties influenced the 

development of the world linguistics.[26] 

       The classical period of the Prague structuralism is mainly 

characterized by elaboration functional approach to linguistic phenomena. 

Primarily it was a merit of V.Mathesius and B.Havránek but Austrian 

psychologist Karl Bühler also had some merit. He was a colleague of 

Trubeckoj at Vienna University who in 1934 published his Theory of 

language (Sprachtheorie) in which he formulated three basic functions of 

language which are: a) communication function which means reporting 

information about extralinguistic reality; b) expressive function which 

means use of components that characterize speaker; c) conative function 

(konativni) which means appeal for hearer to do something or prohibition 

of activity and so on. Bühler is considered as a close colleague of the 

Prague School and one of the founders psycholinguistics. A characteristic 

feature of Prague structuralism is a consistent use of functional approach 

in various fields of linguistics.[27] 

       The most seminal works of Prague School in classical period were 

that works which dealt with phonology, morphology and syntax. Up to the 

time of the Prague structuralism the phonology was created as a separate 

discipline. Phonology began to judge phonetic aspect of language from 

functional point of view.  Members of the Circle also achieved very good 

results in a field of morphology. Syntax is primarily connected with current 

sentence structure of Mathesius which even nowadays represents a 
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progressive theory. More and more linguists of various specialization are 

interested in it.[28] 

       In 1935 Vladimír Skalička published a work Zur ungarischen 

Grammatik in which he explained principles of typological analysis of 

languages. He also explained that there are no clear types of languages, 

nevertheless certain type predominates in every language.[29] 

       In the thirties another member of the Prague School – Bohuslav 

Havránek paid attention to questions of standard language and language 

culture. Also later he mentioned these questions and in 1963 he 

summarized the most important articles which are refered to questions of 

standard language and he published an anthology whose title is The 

Study of Standard Language. Havránek also published an extensive 

monograph Czech Dialects which was the basis of a modern 

dialectological survey of Czech language.[30] 

       Functional approach has been consistently applied not only in 

linguistics but also in sciences in related disciplines. The important 

aesthetician Jan Mukařovský dealt with not only the theory of art and 

history of literature but also with aesthetical function of works of art. From 

a linguistic point of view, his theory of poetic language is the most 

interesting. According to this theory for poetry is typical that readers are 

primarly interested in how communication is organized. Other members of 

the Circle, especially Roman Jakobson also dealt with questions of 

poetry.[31] 

       Elaboration of functional point of view in a broad field of language 

branches is characteristic for the classical period of the Prague School. 

Some basic works of members of the Prague School were published in 

famous anthologies Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague which at 

the end of the sixties and early seventies were followed by several 

volumes of anthology which is called Travaux linguistique de Prague. In 
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the thirties journal Word and literature was also founded and up to now it 

is our most important linguistic journal.[32] 

 

       3.7 War and postwar period 

       In 1939 prolific and harmonious co-operation of members of the 

Prague School was interrupted by the occupation of Czechoslovakia and 

by the beginning of the Second World War. Czech universities were 

closed, journals were mostly canceled and scientific life was paralised.[33] 

       Trubeckoj was interrogated by the Gestapo and in 1938 dies. R. 

Jakobson is forced to flee from Nazis for racial reasons because he was a 

Jew. He had fled to the USA, where he founded the Harvard School in the 

spirit of the Prague structuralism and after it he became one of the 

leading American linguist. Just before the end of the war, in April 1945, 

the founder of the Prague School – Vilém Mathesius dies. In a short 

period of several years the Prague School loses its leading three 

colleagues.[34] 

       These dramatic events also impacted postwar development. In the 

early postwar years it was necessary to devote considerable energy to 

renewal of university education and for scientific activities was really little 

time. Forced break in the activities of universities together with war events 

also made scientific preparation of young generation more difficult. 

J.V.Stalin also played a big role, up to his death he was regarded as the 

greatest linguist in our country and in the Soviet Union too. In the fifties 

ideologization of science branches negatively manifested mainly in the 

social sciences. In the case of linguistics, structuralism as a whole has 

been critized and replaced by Marxist linguistics. In the sixties when the 

communist regime gradually liberalized, our linguistics on a large scale 

could follow traditions of Prague structuralism. After the occupation of 

Czechoslovakia in 1968, these options were again significantly reduced 

for the net twenty years.[35] 
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       3.8 Current situation 

       Czechoslovak linguistics followed the rich heritage of the Prague 

School and it developed under the influence of a new social context. 

Czech linguistics systematically develops all positive ideas and theories 

of the Prague School, which originated in the period between the two 

wars. If the theories of the Prague School are often denoted as functional 

structuralism , then we can say that the Czech linguistics judges language 

phenomena mainly from the point of view of their function. All the most 

important theories of the pre-war period are verified and further 

developed, such as the theory of markedness and the theory of current 

sentence division.[36]  

       Nevertheless there is a considerable difference between classic 

Prague structuralism and our current linguistics. Excluding the negative 

impact caused by ideologization of social sciences from the fifties. This 

ideologization manifested itself in the seventies and eighties, this 

difference is mainly caused by two linguistic factors. They are: a) 

development inside of functional structuralism; b) tendency to the wide 

use of mathematical methods.[37] 

       The Prague Circle was founded next to seventy years ago. It is 

logical  that for the sake of current fast pace of development of all science 

branches, certain changes in the linguistic research itself emerged. A 

central shift of interest of current linguistics can be observe from lower to 

higher planes of language. In the classical period particularly phonology 

was created and some important problems of morphology were indicated. 

In the postwar period primarily morphology was systematically worked. 

Recently our linguists are chiefly interested in syntax, textual linguistics 

and semantics.[38] 

       Increasing use of mathematical methods is characteristic for the 

development of many science branches in a postwar period. It also 

manifests in linguistics, in which mathematical linguistics was created 
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after the war. It is a new branch which pushed structural methods in some 

countries out but in another countries this branche at least complement 

them. Also part of our linguists are interested in questions of quantitative 

linguistics, algebraical linguistics, machine translation and so on. Our 

contemporary linguistics differs from the classical period of the Prague 

School also in the above mentioned facts.[39] 

       In the postwar period the organization of our linguistic research has 

also changed. The Czechoslovakian Academy of Sciences was founded 

in 1952. Its part was for example the most important workplace of Czech 

Studies – Czech Language Institute. Very important body is the Language 

association, which was established by connection of the Prague Linguistic 

Circle and Association for Slavic linguistics. Also publishing house ČSAV 

Academia has very important role in this period because journal Word 

and literature and many other linguistic journals are published in it.[40] 

 

       3.9 The influence of the Prague School on modern linguistics  

       Theories of the Prague School did not have influence only on 

development of the Czechoslovakian linguistics, but they also had 

influence on many others linguistic schools. Already in the classical 

period the Prague School had significant influence on all European 

structural theories. European linguists had a chance to acquaint with its 

theories through publications, but also on congresses. In the thirties it 

was the most influential linguistic school in Europe. Also after the war 

some foreign linguists followed its theories, initially they were Europeans. 

Its influence showed also in American linguistics. R. Jakobson had some 

merit on it, because in the time of war he extended Prague theories to the 

USA.[41] 

       In the sixties it was primarily J. Vachek, who was the leading power 

in propagation of the Prague School. It was mainly on the grounds of his 

lectures in the USA and his publications. A wide range of works and 
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anthologies devoted to the Prague School was published also in 

European countries, especially in the Soviet Union, Poland, France, Italy, 

etc.[42] 

       The influence of the Prague School does not manifest only in 

structurally oriented schools, but also in generative grammar book and 

other linguistic theories. The Prague structuralism is one of the theories, 

which influenced most the whole modern linguistics.[43] 

 

       3.10 The Prague School in exile 

       Veronika Ambrosová, Karel Brušák, Lubomír Doležel, František 

Galán, Paul Garvin, Květoslav Chvatík, Ladislav Matějka, Sylvie 

Richterová, Milada Součková, Jindřich Toman, Emil Volek, Thomas 

Winner are only a part of people who maintained and developed poetics 

and aesthetics of the Prague School in post-war exile or they were 

inspired by it.[44] 

       The Prague School in exile was formulated in three waves caused by 

crucial years 1938, 1948 and 1968. The year 1949 is considered to be 

beginning of its activity. In that year R. Wellek and A. Warren published a 

theoretical guide titled Theory of Literature, which contained the first 

information on typical works of the Prague poetics and aesthetics. 

Approximately at the same time Roman Jakobson gathered around 

himself some talented students who in a short time created the core of 

the Prague School in exile. The University of Michigan in Ann Arbor is 

considered to be a real centre of the Prague School in exile. At the 

beginning of the sixties there was the Jakobson´s group of students who 

were well-informed about the work of the Circle met here.[45] 

       In the postwar period North American universities and literary 

journalism were under the control of New criticism, which was closed to 

formalism and combined with the Prague structuralism. In the sixties the 

period of New critism was substituted for strong influence from France. 

http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=North
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=American
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Although French structuralism ignored the Prague School, except for 

France general interest in sctructural poetics and aesthetics was 

supported by structuralism.[46] 

       The sixties and seventies were crucial moment, because they 

brought the most important publications of the Prague School in exile. 

Original theoretical and analytical work based on principles of the Prague 

poetics and aesthetics were also developed.[47] 

       Implementation of Prague aesthetics and poetics beyond the borders 

of Slavonic Studies would not be possible without translation. These 

translations have a specific problem. As it is known, the Prague theory is 

based  predominantly on material of the Czech literature. This literature 

(with the exception of a few modern writers) is little known in Anglo-Saxon 

world and good translations are not numerous. But even if there is a good 

translation, so it may not be useful for a translator of a literary-scientific 

work. His translations of quotations from literature must maintain the 

features of the text, which are used by literary scientist to illustrate his 

thoughts. Our translators were confronting with this problem in various 

ways – leaving out the literary quotation or word by word translation (it is 

probably the best solution). Those works, that are too connected with 

Czech literary material, will remain untranslated. And that is the reason 

why we do not have translations of some basic texts of the Prague 

poetics.[48] 

       When we focus on the interpretation of poetics and aesthetics of the 

Prague School we find out that their authors were thoroughly familiarized 

with the original texts. The two monographs mentioned below pose the 

most thorough interpretation of the Prague School for foreign countries. In 

the book of Květoslav Chvatík (Tschechoslowakischer Strukturalism) the 

Prague School is coupled with Slovak structuralism. Chvatík also traced 

connection between Czechoslovak structuralism and modern 
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philosophical thinking. Slovak F. Galán indicated that the Prague School 

formulated a systematic theory of a literary history.[49] 

       The influence of ideas of the Prague School in North America was 

relatively short. Since the early seventies the intellectual atmosphere in 

academic institutions has been radically changing. The academic 

intellectual atmosphere was more and more influenced by dogmatists of 

poststructuralism, although they were not ideologically unanimous. 

Structuralism was termed as a kind of formalism and term structuralist 

almost became an offensive name. This term connoted something from 

the past, something that refused to adapt to new thinking.[50] 

       After some time, the conditions of the work have changed. Instead of 

active dissemination of ideas of the Prague School the time of defense 

has come. Limitation of publication opportunities meant the end of 

translations and the end of collective publications. But the work of the 

previous twenty years was not unavailing. This activity ensured the entry 

of the Prague poetics and aesthetics into the history of modern world 

literary theory.[51] 
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4 LIFE 

 

       4.1  The personal information about Bohumil Trnka 

       Bohumil Trnka came from an old Protestant family and he was born 

on 3 June 1895 in Kletečná as a son of the local tenant of the courtyard. 

Bohumil had lost his father in a short time and then he moved with his 

mother to Humpolec and eventually to Prague.[52] How he looks like you 

can see in appendix, where his photo is situated. 

       At the age of 27 years he got married to Božena née Ryšavá. Enter 

into marriage took place on 8th April 1922. Her nationality was as well as 

Trnka Czechoslovakian.[53] See appendix, were these information are 

written. 

       Bohumil was in his personal life inconspicuous person, who was very 

devoted to his work, his relatives and friends. His personal bravery he 

showed in April 1939, when he was a help to Russian Jewish linguist R. 

Jakobson to leave Prague for Copenhagen.[54] It is said, that character of 

a person is possible identify also from his handwriting. In proof of it you 

can see the apendix, where the part of Trnka´s letter is enclosed.  

       On February 14, 1984, a tragic street accident ended Bohumil 

Trnka´s long and rich life.[55] About how his work life was rich is written 

below. In proof of his popularity is also the fact how were celebrated his 

important anniversaries by his friends and colleagues. 

 

       4.2  Studies 

       He attended elementary school in Humpolec and since the year 1906 

he studied at grammar school in Žižkov, where in June 1913 passed the 

graduation exam.[56]  

       In the same year he had commenced studies at the philosophical 

faculty of the Czech University in Prague, where he studied American 

Studies, German Studies and also Slavonic Studies. From the grammar 
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school he had brought the knowledge of new English, thus from the 

beginning of his university studies he could participated in works in 

English colloquium. In 1918 he obtained the teaching qualification of the 

Czech and German for Czech secondary schools.[57]  

       Afterwards he had submitted his dissertation on origin of the weak 

Germanic verb categories and also had passed the exams from German 

Studies and American Studies. Doctor's degree was the well-deserved  

reward for his efforts. During his university studies he was influenced 

primarily by professors as Vilém Mathesius, Josef Zubatý, Josef Janko 

and Oldřich Hujer. Besides other things he was influenced also by Dr. 

Karel Skála and Dr. František Hrejsa, who was later professor of the 

Faculty of Protestant.[58] 

       He awarded a degree of senior lecturer to history of language and 

older English literature. On August, 3, 1925 he was found as a senior 

lecturer. Since that time his scientific activity has developed in all 

directions, which belong to his field. His habilitation thesis completely fills 

the second volume of Contributions to History of Language and English 

Literature from members of English colloquium at Charles University. 

Without the English abstract it includes 155 pages. He marked out a task 

in it, which has not been completed so far for any period of old English. 

He wanted to reach syntactical characteristic of language of Old English 

poetic memories, which were representing the older stage of Old English. 

He primarily wanted to discover features, which create distinctiveness of 

Old English. He paid special attention to static analysis of syntactical 

facts. It means that he paid attention to  explanation of what a syntactical 

definite fact really means in Old English.[59]
 

       The content of this his work is like this. In the preface he explained 

how target he had wanted to reach. He also mentioned, what method he 

had chosen for his work. The analysis was divided into two parts by him. 

The first part concerns with parts of speech syntax and the second part 

http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=teaching
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=qualification
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=doctor%27s
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=degree
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=a
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=degree
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=of
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=senior
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=lecturer
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concerns with a sentence. In the first part he initially deals with nouns and 

adjectives. He shows the main difference between occasional and usual 

using of adjectives in the function of nouns. Nouns in a language of 

Anglo-Saxon poetic memories often do not have the definite article. In 

younger poetic monuments  presence of the article appreciably 

increasing. In the chapter about numerals he deals with generic singular, 

the origin of phrase - wit Adama twa = I and Adam and also with unifying 

plural. He scrutinized diversities of declension of positive, comparative 

and superlative and looked into syntactical character of Old English 

comparison. His chapter about pronouns is divided by their categories. 

After shorter chapters of adverbs and numerals he deals with verbs. At 

first he deals with syntax of nominal verbal forms and he mentions the 

general aspects of verbal meaning. The first part of Trnka´s book is 

ended by short explanation of interjections. The second part starts with 

notes about the substance of the sentence, then follow explanations of 

subject especially of indefinite subject and also concord of a subject with 

a predicate. The function of grammatical cases is discussed accordingly 

whether it is an adnominal function or adverbial function. The following is 

a chapter about case analysis. The part about sentence is ended by 

explanations about sequence of tenses after which summary of the 

results follows. In the summary he pointed out in concords and diversities 

among the Old English poetical language and other old Germanic 

languages.[60] 

       As already mentioned the Trnka´s work has set out the syntactical 

characteristic.  Therefore he does not collect materials, but he mainly 

aims to do explain them. The Trnka´s work solves the problem, which he 

set out and he arrived at the accurate characteristic of archaic Old 

English from the syntactical point of view. On the grounds of this work Dr 

Bohumil Trnka could continue in other habilitation stages for the history of 

language and older English literature.[61]
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       If you want to know more interesting things about his habilitation work 

you can see the apendix, where the letter of invitation to his habilitation 

colloquium is to be found. 

 

       4.3  Anniversaries 

       That Trnka was a very popular person is also indicated by the fact, 

how his anniversaries were celebrated. At first you can see the appendix, 

where the invitation to the united meeting in honour of sixtieth birthday of 

Ph Dr Bohumil Trnka is enclosed. The meeting took place on June 2, 

1955 at 5 o´clock p.m. at the Faculty of Philosophy of the Charles 

University in Prague. Ph Dr Ivan Poldauf, the dean of the University of 

Palacký in Olomouc, and Ph Dr Josef Vachek, the professor of the 

University of Masaryk in Brno, spoke about life work of Bohumil Trnka at 

this meeting.[62] 

       If you want to see one of the birthday cards to the sixty fifth birthday 

of Bohumil Trnka see the appendix. The dean of the Faculty of 

Philosophy congratulated on his birthday and wished him first of all health 

and success in pedagogical and scientific work. Simultaneously the dean 

thanked him for his long-time pedagogical and also scientific work at the 

Faculty of Philosophy. Trnka paid tribute to the dean in the letter of 

thanks, because he was really grateful for the birthday card.[63] This letter 

is also enclosed in appendix.  

       Undoubtedly his seventieth anniversary must be also mentioned. On 

June 3, 1965 he reached the age of 70. On the eve of this anniversary 

department of English Studies together with the Circle of modern 

philologists and also Institute of languages and literatures of 

Czechoslovakian Academy of Sciences threw ceremonial meeting in 

honour of Trnka. The dean´s office of the Faculty decided to suggest the 

proposal to extend his employment for one year, which is up to August 

31, 1966. This decision was made due to the fact that up to that time he 
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had worked very actively and also by fact, that he had contributed to the 

development of Czechoslovakian English Studies and linguistics. At the 

same time the Department suggested the award commemorative medal 

of the Charles University to him. With the exception of occupation  

Bohumil Trnka was employed as the senior lecturer and later as the 

professor at the Faculty of Philosophy continuously for forty years. His 

pedagogical, scientific and organizational abilities were completely 

exceptional. The professor Trnka is accepted as a leading European 

linguist also abroad. The handover of the commemorative award would 

be an appropriate evidence of recognition. Mainly because that from all 

teachers of the Faculty of Philosophy he had had the longest and very 

active pedagogical activity. Finally the commemorative medal was 

awarded him.[64]
  

       Jiří Nosek had very difficult task at this ceremonial meeting, because 

he was in charge of speech, which was mainly focused on Trnka´s work 

life. Nosek also did not forget to mention Trnka´s character and 

congratulated him on his anniversary. Nosek wasn not the only speaker 

at this celebration.[65]
  

       After listening of all speeches the professor Bohumil Trnka made a 

speech of thanks. He felt honoured and deeply moved and his first words 

were words of gratefulness. The words, which were used by Dr Jiří 

Nosek, caused a recall of Trnka´s memories of past events and people, 

who were connected with this Faculty. The words also reminded him a 

transience of human years, which were likened to a one flight of a 

swallow by some Anglo-Saxon old man. In the speech Trnka also did not 

forget to mention his native village, which was in his opinion unaffected by 

a bustle of time. His place of birth is known from the novel by Hamza, 

which is named The Wizard Šimon. Trnka  recalled, that his life was quite 

happy. It was also by the fact, that he had happy coexistence with his 

affectionate wife. In his speech the period about the both world wars was 
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also mentioned. He claimed, that experience leads to full evaluation and 

to non-dogmatic psychological coping with the reality and that the 

opportunity of experience is the advantage of great age.[66]  

       He also mentioned, that he looked an advice everywhere. He found it 

mainly at his excellent teachers of this Faculty as were Vilém Mathesius, 

who was always fatherly mentor for him, Germanist Josef Janko, Slavicist 

Oldřich Hujer, Slavicist and Indology Josef Zubatý and  Orientalist Rudolf 

Růžička. He also found advice from the outside of the Faculty, for 

example from the historian of the Czech reformation Ferdinand Hrejsa 

and from expert in Romance languages Karel Skála.[67] 

       During his speech he asked himself a question, what profession 

would choose if he could decide again. He would have choosen a 

philology again, because in his opinion speech has the main position in a 

system of social sciences. It also has the most accurate methods, which 

are kept in touch with logic and mathematics. This profession was 

atractive for him also by the fact, that philology contributes to international 

communication.[68] 

       In conclusion it is necessary to mention his final words of his speech. 

,,Love your métier, because love for chosen profession is a power and 

the height of human happiness. Bravery of your mind will not consist in 

the fact, that you will seize control over infinity. It will consist in the fact, 

that you will be able to remain against it in your work field. Then the 

seventienth birthday will not be a treshold of a rest, but it will be a 

springboard for other activities and cooperations with your colleagues and 

successors.''  (Trnka, Bohumil. Děkovný projev univ. prof. Dr. Bohumila 

Trnky přednesený 2.června 1965)  
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5 CAREER 

 

       5.1  After university studies 

       In the year 1918/19 he was a substitute teacher at the higher 

technical college instead of the professor Jan Kabelík. Then since 1919 

until 1 January, 1920 he was a substitue teacher at the higher technical 

college in Prague. Since 1 January, 1920 he became officer of the 

pedagogical institute of Jan Ámos Komenský. Later, in the year 1922 he 

was enjoined to the higher technical school in Prague and in the year 

1935 he was enjoined to the higher technical school at Smíchov.[69]  

 

       5.2  Journeys abroad 

       Bohumil Trnka spent  much time travelling in all his life. He had many 

reasons for it. One of the main reason was the fact, that it was really 

useful for his activity. It can be said, that thanks to the travelling his works 

were higher quality, because he gained experiences during it. 

       During the holidays in 1923 he visited London. A year after he visited 

London again and also other university English cities. In 1926 he 

attended a study tour in Germany and Scotland. In September 1927 he 

participated in congress of German philologists and pedagogues in 

Göttingen. In 1928 he attended the First International linguistic congress 

in Haag. During the holidays in 1929 he set out to Belgrade. In 1930 he 

took part in the International Prague phonological conference, which was 

the first congress of Czechoslovakian professors of philosophy, philology 

and history. He also attended the International congress in Geneva, 

Rome (1933), Copenhagen (1937) and International congress of phonetic 

science in London and Gent (1938). The other visit of London and Wales 

took place since June to September 1946.[70] 

        He also participated in the 6th International Linguistic Congress in 

Paris (1948). Trnka was one of the nine elected members of the 

committee for linguistic statistics, which was established at the congress 

http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=substitute
http://slovnik.seznam.cz/en-cz/?q=teacher
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to promote quantitative research. As the secretary of this committee, he 

began to organize the work in accordance with the recommendations of 

the Congress, by starting to compile a provisional bibliography of works 

devoted specially to the statistical method in linguistic matters for early 

publication with financial aid provided by UNESCO. This bibliography is 

the first bibliography of quantitative linguistics ever. It includes 235 items 

divided into ten sections: 

I. General works on linguistics statistics. 

II. Frequency of phonemes. General laws of phonemic frequency. 

III. Frequency of words and general laws of their distribution. 

IV. Frequency dictionaries and frequency word counts for the purpose of 

learning modern languages. 

V.Morphological, syntactic, metrical and semantic studies based on 

counts. 

VI.Concordances and word frequency counts in vocabularies referring to 

individual authors. 

VII.Statistical studies preparatory to the construction of auxiliary 

languages or to the rationalization of spelling. Basic English. 

VIII.Statistical study preparatory to the construction of shorthand and 

typewriter systems. Telephone conversations. 

IX.The growth of the vocabulary of children´s speech. Schizoprenic 

language. 

X.Statistical studies referring to problems of historical grammar and 

classification of languages.  

(Uhlířová, Ludmila. available from:  

http://www.glottopedia.de/index.php/Bohumil_Trnka, 2003) 

 

       5.3  The Circle of Modern Philologists 

       Bohumil Trnka was really a versatile person, who influenced on 

Czech linguistics not only by his publications but also by associations in 

http://www.glottopedia.de/index.php/Bohumil_Trnka
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which he was a member. One of such association is the Circle of Modern 

Philologists, whose predecessor was The Society of Modern 

Philologists.[71]  

       The Circle of Modern Philologists is a social organization, which 

carries out activities as a scientific society. It is a voluntary organization of 

scientific and pedagogical staff in a field of linguistics, literary science and 

didactics of foreign languages, but also students of these fields of study 

can be members of it.[72] 

       The purpose of the Circle of Modern Philologists is to help to high 

levels of above mentioned fields and to make possible to its members 

improve their expertise and also support their mutual co-operation. 

Another purpose is a co-operation with foreign specialists, institutions and 

international organizations with a similar specialization. And that is why 

many leading members of this Circle work in significant international 

scientific organizations.[73] 

       Especially in the period of unfreedom the membership of this 

organization enabled contacts with foreign experts. The Circle of Modern 

Philologists also enabled accessibility of professional foreign literature 

and foreknowledge of world development of linguistics, literary sciences 

and the theory of teaching foreign languages.[74]  

       The main place of the Circle is Prague, but it also has subsidiaries in 

other cities of the Czech Republic. Since 1964 it has a branch in 

Olomouc, since 1965 in Pilsen, since 1991 in Hradec Králové, since 1997 

in České Budějovice and finally since 1998 in Ostrava. Forms of activity 

especially include: organization of scientific conferences, organization of 

symposia on topical issues of mentioned fields, organization of lectures 

and also active involvement in the publication.[75]  

       It is important to mention the history and connection with Trnka 

himself. After the extinction of the Prague Linguistic Circle in 1951, Prof. 

Trnka founded a working group for functional linguistics within the Circle 
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of Modern Philology, a learned association affiliated with the 

Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague. The group continued to 

elaborate the structuralist tenets of the pre-war Circle and published an 

article in Russian on Prague structural linguistics in 1957 in the Soviet 

journal Вопросы языкознания, vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 44-52, and an English 

version appeared in 1958 in the Czechoslovak journal Philologica 

Pragensia, vol. 1, pp.33-40. The articles were very favourably received in 

the learned world, and reprinted in many other anthologies and 

introductions to general linguistics. (Nosek, Jiří. Commemorating 

professor Bohumil Trnka, 1983) 

       Bohumil Trnka was a convenor and a chairman since its 

establishment in 1956 until his death in 1984. Some of the lectures, which 

were delivered by him in this organization, were published in yearbooks of 

the Circle of Modern Philologists. There were Basics of linguistics 

analysis (the Yearbook XIV., 1979-1980, pp.5-8) and Professor Vilém 

Mathesius and general linguistic base of his functional analysis (the 

Yearbook 15, 1981-82, pp. 26-35). Some of them were published in 

Chapters from Functional linguistics (1988), which includes Trnka´s 

manuscripts. Jiří Nosek had gathered these manuscripts and after the 

Trnka´s death he published them. Six parts into which he divided  twenty 

chapters of the book abet the notion about Trnka´s approach to language. 

There were: 

a) the linguistic metodology in the widest meaning and principles of 

languages analysis, the definition of linguistic analysis, the theory of 

languages plans and their mutual relations; 

b) the theory of linguistic signs 

c) the theory of structural development of language, the relation between 

synchrony and diachrony 

d) the semantics, the relation to a meaning and function, the relation 

between language and logic 
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e) general questions of structural morphology and syntax 

d) a length of word and construction of syllables in words[76] 

 

       5.4  Scientific and university career 

       As it has already mentioned, in 1925 Trnka was awarded a degree of 

senior lecture by the work The Syntactical Characteristic of Speech of 

Anglo-Saxon poetical monuments. With the validity since 1 January 1930 

he was appointed a professor of English philology. It is interesting to 

mention his salary in this year, it was 2,550 Czechoslovak crowns per 

month and year benefit 6,600 Czechoslovak crowns.[77] 

       Since the year 1925/26 he led a seminar department, at first it was 

the preliminary language department and occasionally also literary 

department. Since 1930 he led the whole department. After the opening 

of Czech universities in 1945 he reorganized the English seminar, he 

acquired new lecturers and scientific force. He also divided the whole 

studies  in a new way. At the same time he managed the German 

seminar up to that time, when Dr. Siebenschein was appointed 

extraordinary professor.[78]  

 

       5.5  Membership of scientific groups  

       Since 1926 Bohumil Trnka was a secretary of the Prague Linguistic 

Circle. On January 8, 1930 he was appointed as a member of Royal 

Bohemian Society of Sciences and since January 21, 1930 he was a 

regular member of it. Thereafter he was elected a member of Czech 

Academy of Sciences and Arts. On May 18, 1946 he was elected a 

member of philological union of foreign languages of the Czech national 

exploratory council.[79] 

       At the 6th international linguistic congress in Paris (1948) he acted as 

a congressional reporter and he was elected a secretary of a committee 

for statistical linguistics. Since the year 1949 he was a member of the 

administrative council of the International phonetic association and since 
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1945 he was a member of editorial circle of international journal Acta 

linguistica. He was also a member of Philological Society. And since the 

year 1934 he was a member of the first Prague association of 

Czechoslovakian stenographers.[80] 

 

       5.6  Editorial activity 

       Bohumil Trnka edited the Anthology of lectures, which were uttered 

at the congress of Czechoslovakian professors of philosophy, philology 

and history in Prague since April 3 to April 7, 1929. Furthermore there 

were Charisteria (1932), the Anthology (1942), which was published in 

honour of Vilém Mathesius, Yearbooks of British society, The World of 

science and work (Melantrich, 11 volumes), the Czech philological journal 

(English part, 2. and 3.volume), the Journal for modern philologists 

(English part, since 29.volume) and its foreign language reviewing 

supplement, which was named Philologica (since 1946). He also edited 

the Vilém Mathesius Lectures (3 volumes) and he redactid Travaux du 

Cercle linguistique de Prague (8 volumes).[81] 

 

       5.7  The evaluation of educational activity 

       Professor Bohumil Trnka educated hundreds of excellent secondary 

school teachers, many qualified specialists and scientific workers during 

his long-time educational activity. Although Trnka had achieved 

international appreciation, he devoted his all scientific and educational 

activity mainly to development of Czech English Studies and Czech 

university education. He was one of the the most self-sacrificing 

professors of the Faculty of Philosophy at Charles University.[82] 

 

       5.8  Retirement 

       The employment of professor Bohumil Trnka at Charles university 

was terminated on March 1, 1970. He was employed here since his 

habilitation in 1925, which means that his professional career was really 
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long. It is no wonder, that he deserved an admiration. At Charles 

university he not only worked as an exceedingly conscientious 

pedagogue, but also as one of the leading scientists in the field of 

linguistics. He was a successor of forward-looking traditions of Vilém 

Mathesius. He won popular recognition for his long-standing and 

uninterrupted scientific work not only in Czechoslovakia, but also abroad. 

His works are known and published in the USA, Great Britain, Japan, 

Denmark and in other countries inclusive of Socialist countries. He also 

deserved great merits as organizer of scientific activity at the Faculty.[83]
  

       See appendix, where letter of thanks and termination contract of 

employment are enclosed. The dean Karel Galla thanked him for all his 

work and efforts, because Trnka also had maden effort to do upbringing 

of new generations. In conclusion the dean thanked on his behalf, on 

behalf of scientific council and on behalf of the whole faculty.[84] 
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6 WORK 

 

       Bohumil Trnka was a person, who was deeply dedicated to scientific 

work.  

       His basic studies were publishing by him mainly in Journal for 

Modern Philologists, Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague and Word 

and Literature. The Systematic Phonology of Modern Standard English 

from the year 1935 belongs among his leading works. Many of his works 

were published also abroad, for example in Berlín, New York, 

Amsterodam and so on.[85] 

       He also paid attention to form syllabuses of English for secondary 

schools and wrote some textbooks of English, Danish, Dutch, Norwegian 

and Swedish. He was interested in stenography and he was creating own 

stenographic system. See appendix, where the bibliography of his 

published works is enclosed.[86]  

 

       6.1  Base of his work 

       Initially professor Bohumil Trnka was based on young-grammar  

school, which in the first two decades of the 20th century was represented 

by his teachers – Germanist Josef Janko and Josef Zubatý. Their 

schooling provided him language base, emphasis on the phonetics 

structure of language, respect for language facts and details and deeply 

knowledge of the oldest stages of Germanic languages. This schooling 

created necessary, concrete, diachronic base and counterbalance to the 

later dominance of language synchrony.[87]  

       The beginnings of his scholarly work go back to the early nineteen-

twenties century when he wrote a book on Old English syntax, a 

monograph qualifying him to be a lecturer in English language at Charles 

University. Its method, though basically traditional, already indicated a 

systematic approach, which developed further the ideas of Trnka´s 
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teacher Professor Vilém Mathesius. The discussion in the book suggests 

the conception of language as a patterned systemic whole whose 

individual components are closely interlocked and occupy definite places 

within the totality of language at a specific stage of its development. B. 

Trnka´s scholarly interests took their own specific linguistic course and 

have crystallized into functional linguistics. (Nosek, Jiří. Professor 

Bohumil Trnka: Eightieth Birthday, 1975) 

       The focus of Trnka´s work shifted into the phonology, which is a 

science about sound aspect of language. This science culminated in 

functionally structural linguistics of the Prague School just before the 

Second World War. He remained faithful to principles of functional, 

structural linguistics for his all life.[88]  

 

       6.2  Main fields of his work 

       One of Trnka´s favourite scientific topics was phonology. His 

interests centered on the theory of phonemes and phonology, on the 

phonic level of language and its smallest constituent units. It is in this 

domain that he best showed his linguistic talent, and particularly his 

capacity for coherent logical thinking. He has developer the analysis of 

linguistic concepts and their mutual relations both from a paradigmatic 

and a syntagmatic perspective. Analysis and logic, a quest for firm 

rigorous concepts and definitons have led B. Trnka to the conception of 

language as a patterned whole, as a set of sub-systems, as a complex 

linguistic sign. These ideas were inovátory at the time, and still retain 

today their power of stimulating linguistic thinking. The systemic character 

of phonemes, originally rather surmised, has materialized in Professor 

Trnka´s principal book on the phonological systém of modern English 

(1935), the first publication of its kind to provide a complete analysis of 

English phonemes. He has also applied this method to the early 

Germanic languages whose linguistic laws he restated in functional 
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terms. The thoroughgoing scholarship of his treatment has ensured it a 

worthy place alongside the best philological studies in his time. 

(Nosek, Jiří. Professor Bohumil Trnka: Eightieth Birthday, 1975) 

       The second interest of his thinking is syntax. His the most extensive 

works are about syntax, for example his habilitation work (1925), then the 

work The Syntax of the English Verb from Caxton to Dryden (1930), 

which was translated into Japanese and The Analysis of Present-day 

Standard English III (1956). He brought new ideas and discovered new 

relations in this field, for example about aspects (1928, 1929), about 

relationship between morphology and syntax and about autonomous and 

syntagmatic words (1960). He also defined a word as the smallest 

semantic unit (The Morphological Opposites, About the Scientific 

Knowledge and also Autonomous and Syntagmatic Words).[89]
 

       In the postwar period he focused his attention on morphology. Its 

analysis was worked out by him as the first researcher of the Prague 

Functionally Structural School in the fifties. Although hints of this 

conception are older (Some Thoughts on Structural Morphology, 1932). It 

this field his the most original thought is the fact, that parts of speech are 

consisted of certain bond of morphological characteristics. In his opinion 

the part of speech is some analogue of phonemes.[90] 

 

       6.3  Summary of his work 

       Professor Bohumil Trnka was a progressist and scientist, who related 

English philology with general linguistics of structural and functional 

direction. He understood language as a system, as a set of component 

language subsystems. He created abstractly definable linguistic methods, 

which can be used in analysis not only English and Czech but also in 

another languages. The linguistic theory of him strives for united and 

binary formulated interpretation.[91] 

       There exist only a few linguistic fields, which were not affected by 

him. He dealt with grammar, semantics, stylistics, Czech spelling, 
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orthoepy, linguistic typology, linguistic statistics, but also with basis of 

shorthand. He also wrote many textbooks of almost all Germanic 

languages with the exception of German and Icelandic.[92]  
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7 CONCLUSION 

 

       The main aim of this Bachelor´s thesis was to give information about 

eminent person of the linguistics of the 20th century Bohumil Trnka, about 

his works, influence and associations in which he worked. 

       Firstly, it was necessary to looked up nedeed sources. Information 

about the Prague Linguistic School was taken chiefly from book 

publications. Internet sources were also used, but most information was 

used from the Prague archive Carolinum, where many interesting things 

about Bohumil Trnka are. 

       Secondly it was necessary to work with particular sources, compare 

them and write the continuous text. 

       Moreover, some dificulties ocurred during writing, especially in the 

part about personal life of Bohumil Trnka, because too little infromation 

was available. The issue was consulted with supervisor of the Bachelor´s 

thesis, which was useful. Materials from Carolinum were also really 

helpful. 

       Sources of basic materials were predominantly in Czech language, 

which means that dictionaries were important help during writing. 

       The writing of the thesis was useful for me, because I found out many 

new information about linguistics and Bohumil Trnka himself. In my 

opinion it is important to know linguistics, mainly for students of 

languages, like me. 
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10 ABSTRACT 

        

The Bachelor´s thesis deals with work and life one of the important 

linguist of the 20th century Bohumil Trnka. 

       The thesis seeks to give the reader fundamental information 

concerns linguistics and the Prague Linguistic School. The biggest part of 

the thesis is devoted to Trnka himself, who was a person, influenced not 

only Czech linguistics, but also world linguistics. 

       The Bachelor´s thesis is completed by several appendixes to which is 

clearly referenced. These include for example list of all Trnka´s works and 

birthday cards to his anniversaries. 
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11 RESUMÉ 

        

Bakalářská práce se zabývá prací a životem významného lingvisty 20. 

století Bohumila Trnky. 

       Práce se snaží podat čtenáři základní informace týkající se lingvistiky 

a Pražské lingvistické školy. Největší část práce se samozřejmě věnuje 

samotnému Trnkovi, což byl člověk, který ovlivnil nejen českou lingvistiku, 

ale i světovou. 

       Bakalářská práce je doplněna několika přílohami, na které je v práci 

zřetelně odkazováno. Mezi ně patří například soupis všech Trnkovýh 

prací či blahopřání k jeho jubileím. 
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• H. Klinghardt: Sprachmelodie und Sprechtakt. ČMF X. Did. část III 

45 – 47. 

 

1925 

• Syntaktická charakteristika řeči anglosaských památek básnických. 

Příspěvky k dějinám řeči a literatury anglické II, 167 stran. Praha, 

Filosofická fakulta. 

• Může zůstati střední škola klasickou? Národní listy č. 183 dne 

5.VII.1925, Vzdělávací příloha, s. 11. 

• Anglické university a jejich poměr k cizím vědeckým ústavům. 

Národní listy č. 278 dne 11.X.1925, Vzdělávací příloha, str. 9, 

pokračování v č. 385 dne 18.X., s. 9. 

 

 

 

1926 



 

• Analyse a syntese v nové angličtině. MNHMA, Sborník na paměť 

… Josefa Zubatého, s. 380 – 390. Praha, Jednota českých filologů. 

• Zaveďte angličtinu na školách. NČ IX, 74 – 77. 

• Učme se anglicky. Přítomnost III, 442 – 443, dne 22.VII. 

• Učebnice jazyka anglického pro střední školy, díl I., 177 stran. 

(Spolu se S. Potterem). 

• Dnešní stav bádání o Beowulfovi. ČMF XII, 35 – 48, 124 – 129, 247 

– 254. 

 

1927 

• Semasiologie a její význam pro jazykospyt. ČMF XIII, 40 – 45, 121 

– 133. 

• O jazykové správnosti. ČMF XIII, 193 – 199. 

• Ženevská škola linguistická. ČMF XIII, 199 – 204. 

• Skotsko a Skotové. NČ X, 13 – 16. 

• Český imperialismus. Poznámky anglistovy. NČ X, 194 – 205. 

• Současné problémy Velké Británie. NČ X, 254 – 258. 

• Kulturní problém česko-německý. NČ X, 297 – 304. 

• Učebnice jazyka anglického pro střední školy, díl II., 169 stran. 

• Nové směry ve vyučování moderním jazykům v Německu. ČMF 

XIII, Did. část VI, 20 – 23, 39 – 41. 

• W.E. Collinson: Contemporary English. ČMF XIII, Did. část VI, 45 – 

46. 

• Z novějších prací o anglické literatuře XVII. Století. ČMF XIII, 180 – 

182. /Spolu s V. Mathesiem./ 

• Annual Report of the Internacional Education Board 1924 – 25. NČ 

X, 55 – 56. 

• Bernh. Fehr: Englische Prosa. ČMF XIV, 75 – 76. 

 

1928 

• Analysis and Synthesis in English Studies X, 138 – 144. 



 

• O podstatě vidů. ČMF XIV, 193 – 197. 

• Učebnice jazyka anglického pro střední školy, díl III., 320 stran. 

/Spolu se S. Potterem/. 

• Bohemia in English Literature. The Yearbook of the Anglo-

American Club Union, s. 55 n. Praha. 

• A. Zimmern: The Third British Empire, NČ XI, 139 – 141. 

• Pražský linguistický kroužek. ČMF XVI, 182 – 186. 

• Campagnac-Kermode: Hours with English Authors. ČMF XIV, Did. 

část VII, 31. 

• Sjezd filosofů, filologů a historiků o velikonocích r. 1929 v Praze. 

ČMF XIV, Did. část VII, 47 – 48. 

• E. Kruisinga: An English Grammar for Dutch Students, vol. I. ČMF 

XV, 73. 

• W. Fischer: Hauptfragen der Amerikakunde. ČMF XV, 95. 

• Sjezd profesorů filosofů, filologů a historiků v Praze 1929. ČMF XV, 

Did. část VIII, 15 – 16. 

• Pražský linguistický kroužek. ČMF XV, 78 – 82, 173 – 175. 

 

1929 

• Some Remarks on the Perfective and Imperfective Aspects in 

Gothic. Donum Natalicium Schrijnen 496 – 500. Nijmegen – 

Utrecht. 

• Méthode de comparaison analytique et grammaire comparée 

historique, TCLP I, 33 – 38. 

• Some Remarks on the Phonological Structure of English. Xenia 

Pragensia, 357 – 364. 

• Prof. Josef Janko. Zu seinem 60. Geburtstag. Prager Presse 25.X. 

Nr. 291, s. 3 – 4. 

• Učebnice jazyka anglického pro střední školy, díl I. Druhé rozšířené 

a opravené vydání. Praha, 194 stran. 



 

• Stav dosavadního bádání o novoanglické výslovnosti. ČMF XVI, 35 

– 40. 

• Nový mezinárodní jazyk Novial. NČ XII, 19 – 22. 

• L. Kellner: Anglická literatura doby nejnovější od Dickense až k 

Shawovi. Střední škola IX, 81 – 82. 

• K. Blattner: English in Lektionen. /10 Briefe./ Střední škola IX, 82. 

• R. Műnch: Vom Arbeitsunterricht in den neueren Sprachen. Střední 

škola IX, 80 – 81. 

• Sjezd čsl. Profesorů filosofů, filologů a historiků. Střední škola IX, 

71. 

 

1930 

• On the Syntax of the English Verb from Caxton to Dryden. TCLP III, 

95 stran. 

• Stav bádání o vzniku a vývoji jazyka novoanglického. ČMF XVI, 

264 – 273. 

• Kulturní poslání našich klubů pro kultury zahraniční. Osvěta lidu 

XXXIII, č. 17, dne 1.III.1930. 

• R. Dyboski: O Anglii. NČ XIII, 29 – 30. 

• A. Osička: English in 50 Lessons. ČMF XVI, 321 – 322. 

• Zpráva o činnosti Pražského linguistického kroužku za r. 1928-9. 

ČMF XVI, 193 – 194. 

 

1931 

• O homonymii, její therapii a profylaxi. ČMF XVII, 141 – 147. 

• Bemerkungen zu Homonymie. TCLP IV, 152 – 156. 

• O jazykové správnosti. NČ XIV, 164 – 170. 

• Těsnopisné soustavy a fonologie. Těsnopisné listy LVI, 29 – 39. 

• Pražský linguistický kroužek. ČMF XVII, 256. 

• Simeon Potter: An English Vocabulary for Foreign Students. 

         týž: Everyday English for Foreign Students. 



 

         týž: English Verse for Foreign Students. ČMF XVII, 276   

         -277. 

• Cume Volume of Linguistic Studies. ČMF XVII, 399 – 401. 

• Grundzűge britischer Kultur. ČMF XVIII, 65 – 66. 

• Sborník Jespersenův. ČMF XVIII, 92 – 97. 

• Staroanglická a středoanglická chrestomatie Zupitzova-

Schipperova. Beowulf. ČMF XVIII, 100. 

• Z anglických časopisů. ČMF XVIII, 108 – 112. 

• Mezinárodní fonologická konference v Praze 18. – 21. Prosince 

1930. Bratislava V, 155 – 156. 

 

1932 

• Some Thoughts on Structural Morphology. Charisteria G, 

Mathesio…oblata, 57 – 61. 

• Stenografické soustavy pro zapisování dialektických vyprávění. 

Sborník prací I. sjezdu slovanských filologů v Praze 1929, II, 727 – 

729. Praha 1932. 

• Die čechische Germanistik und Anglistik. Slavische Rundschau IV, 

323 – 328. 

• Die neude Linguistik un die tschechische Schriftsprache. Prager 

Rundschau II, 508 – 515. 

• Spisovná čeština a jazyková kultura. Národní listy roč. LXXII, č.284, 

s. 5 dne 14.X.1932. 

• K padesátce Viléma Mathesia. Národní listy LXXII, č. 213, s. 2 dne 

2.VII.1932. 

• Život a dílo prvního knihtiskaře ang. W. Caxtona. R. Hittmair. ČMF 

XVIII, 217. 

• R.W. Zandvoort: Sidney´s Arcadia. ČMF XVIII, 204 – 205. 

• Pražský linguistický kroužek. ČMF XVIII, 212 – 213. 

• Z anglistických časopisů. ČMF XVIII, 220 – 224, 336 - 360. 

• K padesátinám Viléma Mathesia. ČMF XIX, 98 – 99. 



 

 

1933 

• Synchronie a diachronie v strukturálním jazykozpytu. ČMF XX, 62 – 

64. 

• Potřeba jednotné výslovnosti. ČMF XIX, 213. 

• Alois Brandl, Lebende Sprache. ČMF XIX, 211 – 212. 

• Ant. Osička: Mluvnice jazyka anglického. ČMF XIX, 211. 

• Leeds Studies in English and Kindred Languages. ČMF XIX, 214. 

• Simeon Potter: An English Grammar for Foreign Students, ČMF 

XIX, 212. 

• Simeon Potter: An English Grammar for Foreign Students. NČ XVI, 

108. 

• Čeština v Anglii. NČ XVI, 192. 

• Robert Fitzgibbon Young: Comenius in England. NČ XVI, 189 – 

190. 

• Nové příručky pro studium jazyka a lit. anglické. ČMF XX, 107 - 

109. 

 

1934 

• Fonologický vývoj ie. explosiv ve starých jazycích germánských. 

ČMF XXI, 44 – 52. 

• Nové vysvětlení germánských posouvání.  MF XXI, 101 – 103. 

• Marie Hoffmann-Hirtz: Une chronique Anglo-Saxone traduite d ' 

apr s le manuscrit 173 de Corpus Christi College. ČMF XX, 323. 

• Dr.H.M. Hain: My Visit to England. JMP XX, 316. 

• Linguistický atlas Spojených států a Kanady. ČMF XX, 340 – 341. 

• Pražský linguistický kroužek. ČMF XX, 341. 

• S. Potter: Everyday English, NČ XVII, 72. 

• S. Potter: Everyday English for Foreign Students. Secondary 

school XIV, 266. 

 



 

1935 

• A phonological Analysis of Present-day Standard English. 

Příspěvky k dějinám řeči a literatury anglické V, VIII + 175 stran. 

Praha, Filosofická fakulta. 

• Je prokázán Vernerův zákon pro novou angličtinu? ČMF XXI, 154 – 

162. 

• Proč kolísá výslovnost kúg v cizích slovech? ČMF XXI, 271 - 273. 

• Germánský přízvuk a anglická slova přejatá z latiny. Sborník 

filologický X, 135 – 172. Praha, ČAVU. 

• O definici fonématu. SaS I, 238 – 240. 

• Viggo Bröndal: Morfologi og Syntax. ČMF XXI, 341 - 347. 

• Pražský linguistický kroužek. ČMF XXI, 351. 

• Th. Beach: French word-frequency vocabulary. Střední škola XVI, 

28. 

• C.E. Eckersley: A Modern English Course for Foreign Students. 

Střední škola XVI, 28 – 29. 

• Ant. Osička: Popular Business Reader. Keep Smiling. Střední škola 

XVI, 29. 

• Úsilí o fonetické zákony obecně platné. SaS I, 122 – 124. 

• Karel Rocher: Gramatický rod a vývoj českých deklinací jmenných. 

SaS I, 70 – 71. 

• Odborné mezinárodní sjezdy v létě 1935. SaS I, 247 – 248. /Spolu 

s Janem Mukařovským/. 

• A.Peitzová: Der Einfluss des nördlichen Dialektes in 

Mittelenglischen auf die entstehende Hochsprache. ČMF XXI, 357. 

• Dvě práce o gotském vidu. ČMF XXII, 92 – 94. 

• William Tiffin. ČMF XXII, 105 – 106. 

 

1936 

• Fonologický vývoj germánského vokalismu. ČMF XXII, 155 – 159. 



 

• General Laws of Phonemic Combinations. IVe Congr s 

international de linguistes: Résumés des Comunications 102 – 104. 

Copenhague. 

• General Laws of Phonemic Combinations. TCLP VI, 57 – 62. 

• O analogii v strukturálním jazykozpytu. SaS II, 221 – 222. 

• On the Phonological Development of Spirants in English. 

Proceedings of the Second International Congress of Phonetic 

Sciences, s. 60, Cambridge 1936. 

• Britský svaz národů. NČ XIX, 87 – 97. 

• Učebnice jazyka anglického pro střední školy, díl I, 3. vyd., Praha. 

• Z otázek fonologických. SaS II, 194 – 195. 

• Tsutomu Chiba: A Study of Accent. ČMF XXII, 290 – 291. 

• Pražský linguistický kroužek. ČMF XXII, 300. 

• Karl Luick. ČMF XXII, 218 – 219. 

• Linguistický kroužek v Kodani. ČMF XXII, 394. 

• M.P. West – J.G. Endicott: The New Method English Dictionary. 

Střední škola XVII, 100. 

• R.W. Jepson: English Grammar for To-day. Střední škola XVII, 43 – 

44. 

• Čtvrtý mezinárodní sjezd linguistický. ČMF XXIII, 75 – 78. 

 

1937 

• Význam funkčního jazykozpytu pro vyučování moderním jazykům. 

SaS III, 236 – 241. 

• Pokus o vědeckou teorii a praktickou reformu těsnopisu. Sbírka 

pojednání a rozprav XX. 72 + 24 stran. Praha, Filosofická fakulta. 

• Hláskoslovné zákony v strukturálním jazykozpytu. ČMF XXIII, 385 – 

388. 

• Trubeckého rozbor fonologických protikladů. ČMF XXIII, 147 – 152. 

• The Phonemic Development of Spirants in English. English Studies 

XIX, 26 – 31. 



 

• The English Visitor in Czechoslovakia. Rapid Language Courses. 

192 stran. Praha, Orbis. /Spolu s F.P. Marchantem./ 

• Čech mezi angličany /anglicky/. /Brána jazyků 7./ 151 stran. Praha. 

• Učebnice dánštiny se slovníkem. 8 + 176 stran. Praha /Spolu s 

M.Lesnou/ 

• Nová cesta k jazykům. SaS III, 64. 

• H.W.Sugden: The grammar of Spenser´s Faerie Queene. ČMF 

XXIII, 289. 

• F.P. Magoun Jr.: Colloquial  and Middle English. ČMF XXIII, 429. 

• První desetiletí Praž. linguistického kroužku. ČMF XXIII, 195 – 197. 

• Přehled činnosti Linguistického kroužku v Kodani v r. 1935. ČMF 

XXIII, 78. 

• Alan S.C. Ross: Studies in the Accidence of the Lindisfarne 

Gospels. ČMF XXIV, 72 – 74. 

• G. Langenfeldt: Select Studies in Colloquial English of the Late 

Middle English ČMF XXIV, 74 – 78. 

• Charles and Eva Hales: A short History of English Literature from 

the Earliest Times to the Present Day. ČMF XXIV, 100. 

 

1938 

• On the Combinatory Variants and Neutralization of Phonemes. 

Proceedings of the Third Intern. Congress of Phonetic Sciences, 23 

– 30. Gent 1938. 

• Poznámky ke kombinatorickým variantám a k neutralisaci. ČMF 

XXIV, 261 – 270. 

• Učebnice jazyka anglického pro střední školy, díl II. Druhé 

přepracované vydání. 203 stran. Praha. 

• Kurs českého těsnopisu podle soustavy Trnkovy. 124 stran 

/rozmnoženo/. /Spolu s O. Kunstovným./ (Knihovna těsnopisných 

listů, sv. 16, Praha.) 

• Fonologie dánštiny. SaS IV, 113 – 117. 



 

 

1939 

• Vliv latiny na pravopis. SaS V, 179 – 183. 

• Phonological Remarks concerning the Scandinavian Runic Writing. 

TCLP VIII, 292 – 296. 

• Vědecká tradice českého těsnopisu. Těsnopisné listy LXV, 25 – 26. 

• Poznámky ke germánské expresivní geminaci. ČMF XXVI, 85 – 92. 

Sborník J. Jankovi. 

• Učebnice holandštiny se slovníkem. 8 + 230 stran. Praha. /Spolu s 

L.J. Guittartem./ 

• Nový mezinárodní časopis linguistický. SaS V, 222 – 223. 

 

1940 

• Slovné a mezislovné signály v angličtině, francouzštině a češtině. 

Listy filologické LXVII, 223 – 232. Sborník O. Hujerovi. 

• Nejstarší germánští sousedé Slovanů. Věda a život VI, 301 – 308. 

• Výbor z literatury středoanglické a staroanglické. 63 stran, Praha. 

• O samohláskovou délku v českém těsnopise. Těsnopisné listy LXV, 

101 – 107. 

• O současném stavu bádání ve fonologii. SaS VI, 164 – 170, 203 – 

215. 

• Sborník k 90. narozeninám prof. L. Morsbacha. ČMF XXVI, 607 – 

609. 

• E. Kruisinga: An Introduction to the Study of English Sounds. ČMF 

XXVI, 585. 

• Acta linguistica. SaS VI, 237 – 238. /Spolu s B. Havránkem./ 

 

1941 

• K otázce stylu. SaS VII, 61 – 72. 

• K norským albeolárám. ČMF XXVII, 170 – 172. 

• O slovech monofonématických. ČMF XXVII. 257 – 260. 



 

• O jednoslabičnosti angličtiny. ČMF XXVII, 360 – 367. 

• Poznámky o stylu. Výhledy III. 106 – 112. 

• O pražském linguistickém kroužku. Výhledy III, 172 – 174. 

• Geoffrey Chaucer: Canterburské povídky, s. 489 – 505. /Doslov./ 

Praha. 

• Vyznačování znělosti a měkkosti v českém těsnopise. Těsnopisné 

listy LXVI, 61 – 65. 

• Výbor z literatury středoanglické a staroanglické. Úvod literárně 

historický a gramatický. 86 stran. Praha. 

• Nové tendence anglické výslovnosti. ČMF XXVII, 207 – 208, 

• Acta linguistica. SaS VII, 166. 

• Bohuslav Hála: Josef Chlumský. ČMF XXVII, 191. 

• Julius Ehrler: Učebnice angličtiny. ČMF XXVII, 285 – 286. 

• Otto Jespersen: Efficiency in Linguistic Change. ČMF XXVII, 284 – 

285. 

• O. von. Essen: O fysiologickém podkladu hláskových změn. ČMF 

XXVII, 306 – 308. 

• Fonologický výklad i-ové přehlásky v germánštině. ČMF XXVII, 308 

– 309. 

• Morsbachův Sborník II. ČMF XXVII, 303 – 306. 

• Die lebendige Sprache. ČMF XXVII, 308. 

• Alois Brandl. Nar. 1855, zemř. 1940. ČMF XXVII, 410 – 412. 

• J.B. Priestley unddas achtzehnte Jahrhundert. ČMF XXVII, 413. 

• E. Kruisinga. De bouw van het engelse woord. ČMF XXVIII, 88 – 

90. 

• E. Bachmann: Der Einfluss des Schriftbildes auf die Aussprache im 

Neuenglischen. ČMF XXVIII, 90 – 91. 

• Fonometrie a fonologie. ČMF XXVIII, 111 – 113. 

• Přednášková a publikační činnost Pražského linguistického 

kroužku. ČMF XXVIII, 93 – 96. 

 



 

1942 

• O fonologických cizostech v češtině. SaS VIII, 20 – 27. 

• O kolísání českého pravopis. SaS VIII, 169 – 176. 

• Výslovnost anglických vlastních jmen v češtině. ČMF XXVIII, 175 – 

181. 

• Jazykový vývoj a tradicionalismy. ČMF XXVIII, 397 – 402. Sborník 

V. Mathesiovi. 

• Die Phonologie in čechisch und slovakisch geschriebenen 

sprachwissen-schaftlichen Arbeiten. Archiv für vergleichende 

Phonetik VI, 65 – 77. 

• Acta linguistica. SaS VIII, 218. 

• K šedesátce prof. V. Mathesia. SaS VIII, 113 – 120. 

• Sveinn Bergsveinsson: Grundfragan der isländischen Satzphonetik. 

ČMF XXVIII, 329 – 331. 

 

1943 

• Obecné otázky strukturálního jazykozpytu. SaS IX. 57 – 68. 

• František Chudoba: Kniha o Shakespearovi, díl I, ČČF I, 131 – 132. 

• Wolfang Keller. ČČF II, 45. 

1944 

• Studia neophilologica. ČČF II, 124 – 129, 200 – 203.  

• Z řad staré generace německých anglistů. ČČF III, 136. 

 

1945 

• O významu díla a osobnosti Viléma Mathesia. Kostnické jiskry 

XXVII /XXX/, č. 9, s. 49 – 50, dne 3.V.1945. /Nekrolog./ 

• Etsko Kruisinga. ČČF III. 167. 

 

1946 

• Vilém Mathesius. ČMF XXIX, 3 – 13. 



 

• Fonologická poznámka k posunutí dlouhých samohlásek v pozdní 

střední angličtině. ČMF XXIX, 162 – 165. /Sborník M. 

Křepinskému./ 

• Úvod do studia angličtiny. I. Výklady v gramatickém prosemináři. 58 

stran /Skriptum/. Praha. 

• Dějiny literatury staroanglické. 48 stram. /Skriptum./ Praha. 

• Dějiny literatury staroanglické I. 57 stran. /Skriptum./ Praha. 

• Fonologie angličtiny. 31 stran. /Skriptum./ Praha. 

 

1947 

• Učebnice dánštiny se slovníkem 2. vyd. 8 + 176 stran. Praha. 

/Spolu s M. Lesnou./ 

• Dějiny literatury středoanglické II. 86 stran. /Skriptum./ Praha. 

• Dějiny anglické literatury. IV. díl: Humanismus. 90 stran. /Skriptum./ 

Praha. 

• Mossé: Manuel de l ´ anglais du Moyen Age. ČMF XXX, 272 – 273. 

• Nové učebnice jazykové. ČMF XXXI, 69 – 70. 

• Nové kritické vydání Maloryho Morte Darthur. ČMF XXXI, 70. 

• Nové jazykové časopisy. ČMF XXXI, 70. 

• Dorozumívací jazyky. ČMF XXXI, 70 – 71. 

 

1948 

• Jazykozpyt a myšlenková struktura doby. SaS X, 73 – 80. 

• Peut-on poser une définition universellement vrable des domaines 

respectifs de la morphologie et de la syntaxe? Rapports sur les 

questions théoriques et pratiques mises   l´ ordre du jour Sixi me 

congr s international des linguistes, 19 – 30. Paris. 

• From Germanic to English. A Chapter from the Historical English 

Phonology. Recueil linguistique de Bratislava I, 139 – 149. 

Bratislava. 

• K ustálení bibliografických značek. ČMF XXXII, 49 – 51. 



 

• Staroanglický slovník. 143 stran. /Skriptum./ Praha. 

• Dějiny anglické literatury, V: Renaissance. 45 stran. /Skriptum./ 

Praha. 

• Za Vilémem Mahesiusem. SaS X, 1 – 4. 

• Hlásková statistika češtiny. SaS X, 190. 

• S. Potter: Everyday English for Foreign Students. ČMF XXXI, 128 – 

129. 

• Nové příručky jazykové. ČMF XXXI, 158. 

• Lingua. ČMF XXXI, 318 – 319. 

• English and Germanic Studies. ČMF XXXII, 37. 

• Fernand Mossé: Esquisse d ´ une histoire de la langue anglaise. 

ČMF XXXII, 37 – 38. 

• Nejužívanější slova v angličtině. ČMF XXXII, 38. 

• Studie o dětské řeči a obecné zákony fonologické výstvaby lidské 

řeči. ČMF XXXII, 85 – 87. 

 

1949 

• K výstavbě fonologické statistiky. SaS XI, 59 – 64. 

• F. Mossé: Esquisse d ´ une histoire de la langue anglaise. Lingua 

II, 90. 

• George Kingsley Zipf: The Psycho-Biology of Language. – Human 

Behaviour and the Principle of Least Effort. Philologica V, 3 – 5. 

• L.J. Guittart. /nekrolog/ ČMFXXXII, 189. 

• F. Mossé: Manuel de l ´ anglais du Moyern âge. ČMF XXXIII, 43 – 

44. 

• Association Phonétique Internationale. ČMF XXXIII, 44. 

• Vědecký odbor filologický při filosofické fakultě Palackého 

university. ČMF XXXIII, 44. 

 

1950 



 

• A Tentative Bibliography. /Publication of the Committee on 

Linguistic Statistics/. International Permanent Committee of 

Linguists. 22 stran. Utrecht – Brussels. 

• An Invitation to Scholars engaged in the Quantitative Investigation 

of Speech-Behaviour. Philologica V, 29 – 30. 

• Lund Studies in English. ČMF XXXIII, 84 – 85. 

• Marko Minkov: Zur angelsächsischen Dichtersprache. ČMF XXXIII, 

142. 

 

1951 

• Kvantitativní linguistika. ČMF XXXIV, 66 – 74. 

• Simeon Potter: Our Language. ČMF XXXIV, 130 – 131. 

• Seznam přednášek filologického odboru na filosofické fakultě 

Palackého university v Olomouci. ČMF XXXIV, 92. 

 

1952 

• Zur Erinnerung an August Schleicher. Zeitschrift für Phonetik und 

allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft VI, 134 – 142. 

• Dějiny anglické literatury II. Od bitvy u Hastings do doby 

Caxtonovy. Literatura středoanglická. 162 stran. /Skriptum./ Praha. 

 

1953 

• Učebnice švédštiny. 205 stran. /Skriptum/. Praha.  

• Rozbor nynější spisovné angličtiny, díl I. 72 stran. /Skriptum./ 

Praha. 

• Dějiny anglické literatury I. Doba anglosaská.81 stran. /Skriptum./ 

Praha. 

 

1954 

• Rozbor nynější spisovné angličtiny. Díl II. Morfologie slovních druhů 

(částí řeči) a tvoření slov. 169 stran. /Skriptum./ Praha. 



 

• O zvukové stránce moderních jazyků. Referát na konferenci čs. 

moderních filologů dne 11.II.1954 v Liblicích. 17 stran. 

/Rozmnoženo./ Praha. 

• Dějiny anglické literatury III, díl. Od vynálezu knihtisku k rozkvětu 

anglické renesance 1475 – 1560. 117 stran. /Skriptum./ Praha. 

• Určování fonému. Acta Universitatis Carolinae 1954, 7: Philologica 

et historica, 16 – 22. 

• Lidová transkripce cizích jmen. ČMF XXXVI, 55 – 56. 

• Z japonských prací v germanistice a obecné linguistice. Memoirs of 

the Liberal Department, Fukui University. ČMF XXXVI, 238. 

• Odraz společenského prostředí v staroanglickém eposu. D. 

Whitelock, The Audience of Beowulf. ČMF XXXVI, 238 – 240. 

 

1955 

• Shakespearova filosofie. ČMF XXXVII, 73-82. /Proneseno v 

přednáškovém cyklu KMF dne 8.12.1954/ 

• Jak psát azbukou na našich psacích strojích. SaS vol. 16, 258-259. 

1956 

• Rozbor nynější spisovné angličtiny, III. Syntaxe jména a jmenných 

tvarů slovesných. Pp. 117. (Mimeographed) Prague. 

• K staroanglické deminutivní příponě –incel. ČMF, vol. 38, 1-5. 

• Velké dílo o dějinách anglického hláskosloví. ČMF vol. 38, 56-58. 

• Renesanční slovník. ČMF vol. 38, 58-59. 

 

1957 

• Dějiny anglické literatury, IV. Od rozkvětu anglické renesance ke 

klasicismu. Pp. 171. (Mimeographed) Praha. 

• К дискуссии по вопросам структурализма. Вопросы 

языкознания vol. 6, No. 3, 44-52. 

• Nové pojednání o historické fonologii. ČMF vol. 39, 227-229. 



 

• Roman Jakobson and Morris Halle: Fundamentals of Language. 

ČMF vol. 39, 237-239. 
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• Učebnice spisovné norštiny a úvod do nocé norštiny. Pp. 171. 

(Mimeographed) Praha. 

• Prague Structural Linguistics. PP vol. 1, 33-40. 

• On some Problems of Neutralization. Omagiu lui Iorgu Iorda, 861 – 

866. Bucureşti. 

• A Theory of Proper Names. Cercet ri de lingvistic . Mélanges 

linguistiques offerts   Emil Petrovici. 519-522. Cluj. 

• Morfologické protiklady. O vědeckém poznání soudobých jazyků, 

93-104. Praha. 

• Margaret Schlauch: English Medieval Literature and its Social 

Foundations. ČMF vol. 40, 58. 

• Simeon Potter: Modern Linguistics. ČMF vol. 40, 117. 

• P. L. Henry: An Anglo-Irish Dialect of North Roscommon. ČMF vol. 

40, 180-181. 

• Sprache und Literatur Englands und Amerikas. Lehrgangsvorträge 

der Akademie Comburg. Mitteilungsblatt des Allgemeinen 

deutschen Neuphilologenverbandes vol.11, 105-107. 
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• Dějiny anglické literatury, I. doba anglosaská. Pp. 118. Second 

edition (Mimeographed) Praha. 

• A phonemic Aspect of the Great Vowel Shift. Mélanges de 

linguistique et de filologie Fernard Mossé in memoriam, 440-443. 

Paris. 

• The Prague School of Structural Linguistics. Mitteillungsblatt des 

Allgemeinen deutschen Neuphilologenverbandes vol. 12, 139-141. 



 

• Kurt Witting: Phonetik des amerikanischen Englisch. 

Mitteilungsblatt des Allgemeinen deutschen 

Neuphilologenverbandes vol. 12, 100 – 101. 

• Gustav H. Blanke: Der Amerikaner. Eine sozio-linguistische Studie. 

Mitteilungblatt des Allgemeinen deutschen 

Neuphilologenverbandes vol. 12, 132. 

• Ján  imko: Word-order in the Winchester Manuscript and in William 

Caxton´s Edition of Thomas Malory´s Morte Darthur (1485). A 

comparison. ČMF vol. 41, 51-52. 

 

1960 

• Autonomous and Syntagmatic Words. Studii şi cercetâri lingvistice 

vol. 11, Omagiu lui Al. Graur, 761-763. Bucureşti. 

• Над чём работают ученые. Вопросы языкознания 1960, No. 4, 

158-159. 

• Hans Galinsky: Amerikanisches und Britisches Englisch. 

Mitteilungsblatt de Allge meinen deutschen 

Neuphilologenverbandes vol. 13, 27-28. 

• Z. Vančura: The Negro in the White Man´s Ship. (Prague Studies in 

English vol. 8). PP vol.3, 44-45. 

 

1961 

• Principles of Morphological Analysis. PP vol. 4, 129-137. 

• O morfonologické analogii. ČMF vol. 43, 65-73. 

• Zeichen und System der Sprache vol. I, 142-145. Berlin. (Reply to a 

Questionnaire). 

• Gerhard Dietrich: Adverb oder Präposition? Zeitschrift für Anglistik 

und Amerikanistik vol. 9, 89-91. 

• Herbert Koziol: Die Aussprache des Englischen. Mitteilungsblatt 

des Allgemeinen deutschen Neuphilologenverbandes vol. 14, 71-

72. 



 

• Rolf Berndt: Einführung in das Studium des Mittelenglischen. ČMF 

vol. 43, 109 bis 110. 

 

1962 

• Fonetický a fonologický vývoj slova v nové angličtině. Vývoj 

anglického hláskosloví 1400-1950. Pp. 142. (Mimeographed) 

Praha. 

• Rozbor nynější spisovné angličtiny. Díl I. Rozbor fonologický. Pp. 

79 (Mimeographed, second edition) Praha. 

• Učebnice holandštiny. Pp. 225 (Mimeographed; jointly with Olga 

Krijtová) Praha. 

• On the Morphological Classification of Words. Lingua vol. 11, 422-

425. (Volume in Honour of Prof. A. W. de Groot). 

• O nynějším studiu anglických jmen místních. ČMF vol. 44, 7-21. 

• Autonomous and Syntagmatic Words. (A Japanese reprint of the 

article published originally in Studii şi cercetâri lingvistice vol. 11, 

Omagiu lui Al. Graur, 761-763, Bucuresti 1960). 

• General Problems of Structural Linguistics. Pp. 24. (An English 

vision of the article originally published in Slovo a slovesnost vol. 9, 

1943, 57-68. Translated by Philip H. Smith, published 

mimeographed in the USA, place and publisher not stated). 

• Thomas A. Sebeok: Style in Language. ČMF vol. 44, 190-191. 

• Hans Kurath and Raven I. McDavid Jr.: The Pronunciation of 

English in the Atlantic States. ČMF vol. 44, 188-190. 

• H. Pilch: Layamons Brut. ČMF vol. 44, 248-249. 

• Hans Kurath – Raven I. McDavid Jr.: The Pronunciation of English 

in the Atlantic States. PP vol. 5, 176-177. 

• Tauno F. Mustanoja: A Middle English Syntax. Part I, Parts of 

Speech. PP vol. 5, 177. 

 

1963 



 

• Výbor z literatury staroanglické a středoanglické. I. Texty a úvody. 

Pp. 96. (Mimeographed; jointly with Jiří Nosek) Praha. 

• Dějiny anglické literatury. Part II and III. Od bitvy u Hastings do 

rozkvětu anglické renesance. Pp. 195. (Mimeographed, a reprint) 

Praha. 

• On Morphemic Homonymy. Prace filologiczne vol. 18, 149-152. 

• Problém vlastních jmen. PP vol. 6, 85-89. 

• Elizabeth Salter: Piers Plowman. An Introduction. – John Lawlor: 

Piers Plowman. An Essay in Criticism. PP vol. 6 (45), 316-317. 

 

1964 

• On Foreign Phonological Features in Present-day English. In 

Honour of Daniel Jones, 185-190. London. 

• On the Linguistic Sign and the Multilevel Organization of Language. 

Travaux linguistiques de Prague vol. 1, 33-40 Praha. 

• O čském pravopise. SaS vol. 25, 197-201. 

• Donald Davie: The Language of Science and the Language of 

Literature, 1700-1740. PP vol. 7 (46), 199. 

 

1965 

• Výbor z literatury staroanglické a středoanglické. II. Slovník k 

textům. Pp. 129. (Mimographed) Praha. 

• Dějiny anglické literatury, I. Doba anglosaská. Pp. 71. 

(Mimeographed) Praha. 

• Dějiny anglické literatury, IV. Od rozkvětu anglické renesance ke 

klasicismu (1560-1660). Praha SNP Pp. 232, 2nd edition. 

• Sobre la analogia morfonologica. Cuadernos del Instituto lingüistico 

Latinoamericano, No. 4. Montevideo: Universidad de la República, 

Facultad de humanidades y ciencias. Departamento de lingüistica. 

Pp. 35. A Spanish version of the article 'About the Morphological 

Analogy', originally published in ČMF 43, 1961, 65-73. 



 

• Principios de analisis morfologico. Cuadernos del Instituto 

lingüistico Latinoamericano, No. 6. Montevideo: Universidad de la 

República, Facultad de humanidades y ciencias, Departamento de 

Lingüistica. Pp.29. A Spanish version of the article 'Principles of 

Morphological Analysis', originally published in Philologica 

Pragensia 4, 129-37. 

• On Analogy in Structual Linguistics. Omagiu lui A. Rosetti, 935-8. 

Bucureşti: Editura Academiei RSR. 

• A Remark Concerning the Linguistic Sign and Communication. (A 

Miscellany) Studies in Language and Literature in Honour of 

Margaret Schlauch, 453-6. Warsaw, PWN. 

• Linguistics and the Ideological Structure of the Period. Pp. 152-65 

in The Linguistic School of Prague, J. Vachek ed. Indiana 

University Press, Bloomington-London. An English version of the 

article 'Jazykozpyt a myšlenková struktura doby', originally 

published in SaS., 10, 1948, 73-80. 

• Shakespeare´s Ethics and Philosophy. (A Miscellany) Charles 

University on Shakespeare. 55-63. Praha: Universita Karlova. 

 

1966 

• A Phonological Analysis of Present-day Standard English. Revised 

New Edition. T. Kanekiyo and T. Koizumi eds. Tokyo, Hokuou Publ. 

Co. Pp. X, 155. 

• On the Basic Categories of Syntagmatic Morphology. TLP., 2, 165-

9. 

• The Distribution of Vowel Length and its Frequency in Czech. 

Prague Studies in Mathematical Linguistics, 1, 11-16. 

• Stephen Ullmann, Language and Style. Pp. 9, 319-20. 

• Roland Arnold – Klaus Hansen, Phonetik der englischen Sprache. 

Pp. 9, 209. 

 



 

1967 

• Rozbor nynější spisovné angličtiny. I. Rozbor fonologický. Praha 

SPN. Pp. 51. 3rd edition. 

• Rozbor nynější spisovné angličtiny. II. Morfologie slovních druhů 

(částí řeči) a tvoření slov. Praha SPN. Pp. 120. 3rd edition. 

• Hjelmslevova teorie jazykové analýzy. ČMF., 49, 24-9. 

• Words, Semantemes and Sememes. (A Miscellany) To Honor 

Roman Jakobson. Essays on the Occasion of his Seventieth 

Birthday, 2050-4. The Hague – Paris: Mouton. 

• The Phonemic Organisation of Morphemes. AUC, Philologica 6, 91-

3. Phonetica Pragensia. Praha: Universita Karlova. 

• Alfred-Alured. SaS. 28, 418-21. (A Miscellany un Honour of Pavel 

Trost). 

• Několik poznámek k vývoji nejstarší poezie germánské. AUC. 

Philologica 5, 63-76. Prague Studies in English, 12. Praha: 

Universita Karlova. 

• Dr. Ernest Klein, Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary of the 

English Language. ČMF. 49, 122. 

 

1968 

• Výbor z literatury staroanglické a středoanglické. I. Texty a úvody. 

(Jointly with Jiří Nosek). Praha, SPN. Pp. 96. 

• Výbor z literatury staroanglické a středoanglické. II. Slovník k 

textům. Praha SPN. Pp. 129. 

• On Analogy. Zum Andenken an F. Slotty. Zeitschrift für Phonetik, 

Sprachwissenschaft und Kommunikationsforschung, 21, 345-51. 

• On Word Order in Structural Linguistics. TLP. 3, 48-51. 

• Martin Lehnert, Beowulf. Eine Auswahl. Sammlung Göschen, Bd. 

1135. ZAA. 16, 78-9. 

 

1969 



 

• Conversion in English. Brno Studies in English, vol. 8, Charisteria 

Iosepho Vachek sexagenario oblata, 183-7. Opera Universitatis 

Purkynianae Brunensis, Facultas philosophica, 137. Brno: 

Universita J. E. Purkyně. 

• M. I. Steblin-Kamenskij, Очерки по диахронической фонологии 

скандинавских языков. ČMF. 51, 54-6. 

• G. Nickel, Die Expanded Form im Altenglischen. Pp. 12, 179-81. 

 

1970 

• Základní problémy při budování těsnopisné soustavy. Zprávy 

ústavu těsnopisného No. 3, 1969-70, pp. 73-80. 
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